
 

 

 

 

 

 

Talking Points on HB 530 

April 2015 

We appreciate the time and effort over the past several years to enact much needed charter reform 

legislation 

There are a lot of good elements on HB 530 that the charter community has supported for years. 

Creates Advisory Commission (funding, statewide authorizer, and academic performance matrix)                                                                                                                           

Bond intercept                          Adds two charter reps to CAB 

Direct Pay                              Statewide standardization forms and metrics                     

10 year renewals - if academic benchmark met     Encourages Accreditation       

Confirms operation at more than one location     Bans enrollment caps 

Permits merger of multiple charter organizations                Allows filing of amendments 

Right of first refusal on public school buildings      Allows for dual enrollment 

Strengthens Ethics Act        Requires IUs to assist charters 

Prohibits compensation for board members       Requires annual audit 

Additional reporting requirements - EMO and truancy        Requires educator evaluations 

Requires adding parent to Board                                              Agreed-to enrollment below district grade                                                       

 

However, there are provisions we believe should be modified to make HB 530 more fair and equitable 

1. HB 530 allows additional 363 deductions for cyber charters for food service. 

- Agree that charters should not be paid for expenses they do not have.  

- But districts often make money on these services and should not be permitted to 

“double dip”.  

 Solution: Base the food and transportation deductions on NET costs 

 

2. HB 530 allows additional 363 deduction for 100% of district payments to cybers in prior year. 

- Arbitrary. Based on no correlation to actual costs. 

- Results in a 5-16% cut to public cyber schools. 

- Will kill cyber option for parents. 

- Treats one type of student as second class based simply on the type of public school 

their parents have chosen. 

- In place only until Advisory Commission recommendation, but cybers will be 

crippled or forced to close by then. 



- Note also that removing the cost of the cyber charter school students without 

removing the enrolled students from the ADM of the district, results in another 

“double dip” for districts. 

 Solution: Wait for results of Charter Advisory Commission study into actual costs. 

 

3. If we’re seeking equity, we need to engage in larger discussion about the costs that charter 

schools have for which they are not paid, including facilities and financing. 

 


